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-the study of solitons and black holes: a central part in Yves’ work:

workshop in honour of Professor Yves Brihaye

Yves’ first paper 

most recent paper:

... (decades of work)



Gravitating solitons --

scalar, Dirac and Proca stars

fundamental 

matter fields

the framework of this talk:



our contribution:

a comparative study of the simmplest static spherically symmetric solitons:

scalar  s=0

Dirac  s=1/2

Proca s=1

complex, massive 

fields
gravity+



our previous work in this direction:

•spherical symmetry

•no self-intercation

•axially symmetry

•no self-intercation



s=0 (scalar field) s=1 (vector field)s=1/2 (Dirac field)

Finite energy, localized solutions: gravitating solitotns

Boson stars
Dirac stars

Proca stars



Kaup (1968)

Ruffin and Bonazzola (1969)
BOSON STARS



massive spin 1 field

:  Einstein-Proca theory

PROCA STARS (more recently)

complex massive vector field A. Proca



(an old problem)DIRAC STARS

(general formalism but no concrete results)



first concrete results

DIRAC STARS



flat spacetime

background

flat spacetime

background

gravity 

included

r=0 singularity:

regularized

•spherical symmetry

heuristic construction: gravitational desingularization mechanism

e.g. scalar field

•no self-intercation



arXiv:1708.05674 (with C. Herdeiro and A. Pombo)

a comparative study of scalar (s=0), Dirac  (s=1/2) and Proca (s=1) stars

•same qualitative picture/ - the basic properties are  very similar 

however, the bosons and fermions are fundamentally different!

•no self-intercation



the new results: adding self-interaction



Q-ball -type

generic action two parts



Einstein equattions

matter fields equattions



four dimensional, asymptotically flat  solutions

metric ansatz:

•scalar field

•Proca field

the time dependence cancels at the level

of the energy momentum tensor, being 

therefore compatible with a static metric.  



• technical  problem: a single spinor field necessarily possesses a nonzero

angular    momentum – no spherically symmeetric Dirac ansatz

- this leads to a difficult numerical problem (PDEs)

• solution (Finster et. al): take (at least) two copies of the field (same mass)

• each component spins in opposite direction:

the total angular momentum is zero

• then   a consistent framework exist for  

spherically symmetric solutions

• possible generalization with N-copies                           

spinor connection matrices etc

standard Dirac Lagrangean

Dirac field



a spsherically symmetric Ansatz:

we follow all 

conventions and 

the  framework in 

a series of papers 

by S. Dolan

two Dirac fields:



functions of r only

Dirac ansatz is compatible with a spherically symmetric line element

standard numerical problem: four 1st order ODEs

scalar, Dirac, Proca fields: field equattions



flat spacetime

background

no self-interaction

self-interaction

included

r=0 singularity:

regularized

•spherical symmetry

heuristic construction: non-linear desingularization mechanism

e.g. scalar field

•works also on flat space

Q-balls

best known

example

no self-interaction



•the action is invariant under 

a U(1) global symmetry:

•conserved current:

•Integrating the temporal component of the current on a timelike slice 

leads to a conserved charge - the Noether charge Q:

•tthe Noether charge counts the number of particles

•this is conserved in the sense of a local continuity equation; there is no    

associated Gauss law!

N=Q

constant

•the mass of solutions:



Einstein equations



matter fields equations



the issue of self-interaction potential and essential parameters

• make use of scaling properties

• the problems contains 

three essential parameters:

Einstein 

equations

the potential



flat space-time results

Q-balls

similar pattern



gravitating stars

again, similar pattern

certain universality (bosons and fermions)



Bosonic vs. fermionic solutions

Q=N=1: mandatory for Dirac case

Pauli exclusion principle

fundamental 

matter fields

•the physical meaning of Einstein equations with fundamental fields

no 2nd quantization

Boson stars: large number of paricles -- one can ignore quantum effects

(“classic’ bosonic fields -- see RN BH)

Dirac stars: unclear  (likely the approach here is inconsistent)



arXiv:1708.05674, 2004.00336 : 

• the models possess some scaling symmetry which allows  

to impose the N=1 condiition

N=1

given the field mass, the solution becomes unique  -- no longer a continuum

no self-interaction

scale M, m



with self-interaction

no self-interaction

N=1

N=1

N=1

scale M, m



• still no exact solutions

• a technically challenging task (PDEs)

1906.05386
(with C. Herdeiro,

I. Peripechka and

Y. Shnir)

metric

single spinor

scalar

Proca

general result:

Scalar, Dirac and Proca solutions: adding rotation



1906.05386
(with C. Herdeiro,

I. Peripechka and

Y. Shnir)
• same qualitative picture as with spherically  

symmetric solutions

• all conceptial remarks from there still holds



• results after imposing the one-particle condition

N=1

N=1



•Einstein equations with matter field(s) sources:

- a variety of interesting solutions

•Topologically trivial, solitionic configurations

(non-perturbative effects)

•Boson (s=0,1) and Dirac Stars: common basic features

•Q-ball – type solutions in flat space supported by self-interaction

- same pattern with gravity

to summarize:

Yves’ work
…many other



• Stability? Dynamical properties? Astrophysics?

(Carlos’ talk tomorrow)

•Einstein-Dirac system: the physical meaning?

(still an interesting mathematical problem)

-Black Holes with Dirac hair?

- so far known for bosons only

Open issues to study in the future

• synchronization mechanism

- not enough for a Dirac field



multipolar boson stars: e-Print:  2008.10608

)(with C. Herdeiro, J. Kunz, I. Perapechka, and Y. Shnir)

• similar solutions should exist for s=1/2, s=1

scalar field

s=0

-more general solutions?



self-interacting Proca field 

recent result:
real field

Proca wave equation

effective  metric

• the time evolution is mathematically ill-defined

• no problem for a free Proca field



Happy birthday Yves!!

..and hope to meet us soon in Mons




